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IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES
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DISCLOSURES

• This presentation does not constitute an offer to sell or the solicitation of any offer to buy any financial instruments. The investment themes summarized in this presentation are not intended to be complete and material aspects of the terms and guidelines may change over time.

• While the information prepared in this presentation is believed to be accurate, neither Astra Ventures Investment Partners LLC ("Astra") nor any of its affiliates or representatives (i) makes any express or implied warranty as to the completeness or accuracy of this presentation, (ii) shall be liable for errors appearing in this presentation or (iii) has any duty to update this presentation or any of the information contained herein. There is no guarantee that any investment objectives will be achieved.

• Certain information contained herein constitutes "forward-looking statements," which can be identified by the use of terms such as "may", "will", "should", "expect", "anticipate", "project", "estimate", "intend", "continue," "target" or "believe" (or the negatives thereof) or other variations thereon or comparable terminology. Due to various risks and uncertainties, actual events or results or actual performance may differ materially from those reflected or contemplated in such forward-looking statements. As a result, investors should not rely on such forward-looking statements in making their investment decisions. No representation or warranty is made as to future performance or such forward-looking statements.

• The information herein is not intended to provide, and should not be relied upon for, accounting, legal or tax advice or investment recommendations. A recipient of this presentation should consult his or her tax, legal, accounting or other advisors about the matters discussed herein.

• An investment in the strategies discussed herein is speculative and involves a high degree of risk including the risk that an investor may lose some or all of its investment. Leverage will be employed in the strategies discussed herein, which can make investment performance volatile. An investor should not make an investment unless it is prepared to lose all or a substantial portion of its investment.

• PAST PERFORMANCE IS NOT INDICATIVE OF FUTURE RESULTS, and there can be no assurance that any returns will be achieved. There can be no assurance that the proposed strategy will be implemented on the terms described herein or at all. FUTURES TRADING IS SPECULATIVE, INVOLVES SUBSTANTIAL RISK AND IS NOT SUITABLE FOR ALL INVESTORS. PROCEED IF YOU ARE A QUALIFIED INVESTOR, AS DEFINED IN CFTC REGULATION 4.7.

• INFORMATION IN THIS PRESENTATION IS INTENDED FOR USE ONLY BY QUALIFIED ELIGIBLE CLIENTS AS DEFINED IN CFTC REGULATION 4.7. THE INFORMATION PRESENTED IS NOT A SOLICITATION FOR INVESTMENT. SUCH INVESTMENT IS ONLY OFFERED ON THE BASIS OF INFORMATION AND REPRESENTATIONS MADE IN THE APPROPRIATE OFFERING DOCUMENTATION.

• PURSUANT TO AN EXEMPTION FROM THE COMMODITY FUTURES TRADING COMMISSION IN CONNECTION WITH ACCOUNTS OF QUALIFIED ELIGIBLE CLIENTS, THE INFORMATION PRESENTED IS NOT REQUIRED TO BE, AND HAS NOT BEEN, FILED WITH THE COMMISSION. THE COMMODITY FUTURES TRADING COMMISSION DOES NOT PASS UPON THE MERITS OF PARTICIPATING IN A TRADING PROGRAM OR UPON THE ADEQUACY OR ACCURACY OF COMMODITY TRADING ADVISOR DISCLOSURE. CONSEQUENTLY, THE COMMODITY FUTURES TRADING COMMISSION HAS NOT REVIEWED OR APPROVED THIS TRADING PROGRAM OR OF ANY OF THE INFORMATION PRESENTED.
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FIRST THINGS FIRST...WHY DOES THIS TOPIC MATTER?

- Direct relevance =>> Currency trading implications
- Indirect relevance =>> Spillover to many asset classes

  - Japan has the **3rd largest GDP** in the world at ~ $5 trillion (in USD terms) behind only the USA and China (1)

  - The Japanese government bond market ("JGB") is 1,224 trillion (Yen) which equates to almost **$9 trillion** in USD terms

**Takeaway:** The demand (or a change in demand) for the Yen and for Japanese assets has material relevance on other assets and asset classes

---

(1) Source: The World Bank and the Bank of Japan ("BOJ")

* See the Form ADV of Astra Ventures Investment Partners LLC ("Astra Ventures") for important disclosure information.
USD VS. YEN - WHERE ARE WE TODAY?

- The Yen has fallen to multi-decade lows vs. the US Dollar

- Largely due to the widening interest rate differential between Japan and the rest of the world

* See the Form ADV of Astra Ventures Investment Partners LLC (“Astra Ventures”) for important disclosure information.
USD VS. YEN - WHERE ARE WE TODAY?

- What has caused the widening interest rate differential? Relative inflation rates

![U.S.-Japan Inflation Paths Diverge](source: Bloomberg)

- Whereas the US Federal Reserve is actively increasing rates to combat inflation, the Bank of Japan wants inflation to remain above the elusive 2%+ rate

![Japan CPI YoY](source: Bloomberg)
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USD VS. YEN - WHERE ARE WE TODAY?

- In fact, inflation expectations in Japan have a long way to go.

  ![Graph of Japan 10Y Breakeven Inflation Expectations](source: Bloomberg)

- And Core Inflation isn't yet to 1% in Japan.

  ![Graph of Japan Core CPI YoY](source: Bloomberg)
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USD VS. YEN - WHERE DO WE GO FROM HERE?

- In April, the BOJ said it would **buy as many bonds as needed** every business day to protect the ceiling on 10-year debt yields.

- The BOJ's goal is to **keep interest rates low**. The new policy was tested in mid-June.

- The BOJ holds over **50% of JGBs** outstanding. This compares to the Fed’s ownership of around **25% of USTs outstanding**.
  - This difference is set to widen as the BOJ persists with Quantitative Easing, while the Fed has embarked on Quantitative Tightening.
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USD VS. YEN - WHERE DO WE GO FROM HERE?

• But this is where the 2nd order (indirect) impact comes into play.

• Traditionally, the Yen and JGBs are considered "safe haven" assets in times of global slowdown (and recession). However, with the relative interest rates being so widely divergent between JGBs and other safe havens (USTs), we may not see as much capital shifting to Yen/JGBs as we have historically.

• Therefore, we believe the path of least resistance for the Yen is lower (vs. the USD)

---
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USD VS. YEN - WHAT COULD CHANGE?

What could prompt the BOJ to change course?

1. Achieving the 2% inflation target in a sustainable manner

2. Further sharp decline in JPY, for example to the 150 level in USD/JPY over the next couple months

3. Speculators testing the BOJ’s resolve around its yield curve control policy, forcing the central bank to buy yet more JGBs

What steps could the BOJ take to tighten policy?

- In terms of sequencing, it may start by unwinding the most recently implemented unconventional easing programs

- A first step could be to adjust the yield curve control policy, possibly by increasing the 10Y yield target, or by targeting the 5Y yield instead

How might markets react?

- First-order effect: JGBs medium-term yields could rise

- Second-order effects:
  - USD/JPY could fall as carry trades unwind (signaling the end of a decade-long monetary easing campaign is a big event)
  - Global yields could rise further as the last major central bank capitulates to higher yields. Additionally, Japan life insurers and pensions may sell foreign portfolio holdings in anticipation of buying yen assets as domestic yields rise

* See the Form ADV of Astra Ventures Investment Partners LLC ("Astra Ventures") for important disclosure information.
SUMMARY TAKEAWAYS

The Yen has fallen to multi-decade lows vs. the US Dollar

The difference in US/BOJ reaction to local inflation is causing material differential in UST/JGB interest rates

Given the desire to maintain 2%+ inflation, the BOJ will remain accommodative; thus we believe the path of least resistance for the Yen is lower (vs. the USD)

Global, multi-asset class investors should be aware of first and second order effects that the Yen and Japanese debt have. Should the BOJ change course in its objectives, this could be a seismic shift

*See the Form ADV of Astra Ventures Investment Partners LLC (“Astra Ventures”) for important disclosure information.
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